
Glue your 1 ¼” ribbon vertically from front to back.  Make a medium 7 point 
bow with your 3/8” ribbon wrapping it twice around the bow maker to create 
a double bow.  Make one more bow with the small 5 point bow maker.  Attach 
this bow to the top of the medium bow; then attach a small decoration to the 
center of your bow such as a star or button.  Attach this bow to the front of 
your bag on top of the vertical ribbon.  Next, place a sticker or letters under 
the bow to spell “baby” or a phrase of your choice.

instructions

Gift bag of choice
Medium 7-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8451

Small 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8450
1¼” wide ribbon (enough to wrap vertically around gift bag)

1½ yard of 3/8” wide ribbon (for medium bow maker)
¾ yard of 3/8” wide ribbon (for small bow maker)

Letters or stickers to spell “baby”

materials

Gift bag of choice
Large 7-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8452
Medium 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8451
Small 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8450
7/8” wide ribbon (enough to go around the top 
              and bottom of gift bag)
1½ yard of 1” wide ribbon
1 yard of ½” wide ribbon
1¼” of  3/8” wide ribbon
button or decorative flower for center bow

materials

Attach your 7/8” ribbon around the entire top and bottom of your gift bag.  Next, make a double 
large bow with the 1” ribbon (wrapping the template twice).  Make a medium 5 point bow using 
the ½” ribbon.  Next make a small double bow using your 3/8” ribbon.  Attach these in order from 
largest to smallest and place an adhesive decorative flower or button to the center of the stack of 
bows.  Attach these bows to the front of your gift bag.

instructions
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Large 7-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8452
Medium 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8451
Wrapping paper of choice
1½ yard of 1” wide ribbon
1 yard of 7/8” wide ribbon
small sticky back flower
nylon tulle fabric (enough to fit around present and approximately ¼ yard wide)
decorative circle hole punch, approximately 1½” wide
craft paper
chipboard letters (enough to spell the word “baby”)

materials

Wrap your present with the wrapping paper of choice.  Wrap the tulle around the package and 
glue it together in the center front.  Make a double large 7 point bow using your 1” ribbon 
(wrapping the ribbon around the template twice).  Next, make a medium 5 point bow using 
your 7/8” ribbon.  Attach these two bows together from largest to smallest.  Attach the bow 
to the top of your present in the center of the tulle.  Cut 4 decorative circles out of the craft 
paper and attach them to the bottom right corner of the present.  Attach the chipboard letters 
on top of each circle to spell “baby”.  

instructions

Large 7-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8452
1¼ yard of 7/8” wide ribbon
¼ yard of coordinating ribbon, 1½” wide
¼ yard of coordinating ribbon, 3/8” wide
decorative circle punch approx. 1½” diameter
craft paper
sticker or lettering to attach to center of pin
sticky back bar pin

materials

Make a large bow using the 7/8” wide ribbon.  
Cut two decorative circles using the craft 
punch with the craft paper.  Attach a sticker 
or print out what you would like to say onto 
one of the cut out circles, for example “It’s a 
boy!”.  Attach the decorative circle to the center 
of your bow.  Take your 1½” wide ribbon and 
your 3/8” ribbon and fold them into a “V”.  
Glue this to the back of your bow and then 
cover the back of your bow with the other 
decorative circle.  Cut the bottoms of your 1½” 
ribbon in a “V” to finish off the ends of your 
ribbons.  Attach the sticky safety pin to the 
back.    

instructions
Large 7-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8452

1½ yard of 7/8” wide ribbon
¼ yard of coordinating ribbon, 1½” wide

decorative circle craft punch approx. 1½” diameter
sticky back jewels

craft paper
sticky back bar pin

materials

instructions
Make a large bow using the 7/8” wide ribbon.  Set aside the excess ribbon.  Cut two 
decorative circles using the craft punch with the craft paper.  Attach a sticker or print out 
what you would like to say onto one of the cut out circles, for example “It’s a girl!”.  Attach 
sticky back jewels all around your chosen saying.  Attach the decorative circle to the center 
of your bow.  Now take your 1 ½” wide ribbon and your leftover 7/8” ribbon and fold them 
into a “V”.  Glue this to the back of your bow and then cover the back of your bow with the 
other decorative circle.  Cut the bottoms of your 1 ½” ribbon in a “V” to finish off the ends of 
your ribbons.  Attach the sticky safety pin to the back.    

Wrap your gift using the wrapping paper of choice.  Attach the 1½” ribbon around the entire 
package just above the center.  Make a double large bow using your 7/8” ribbon (wrapping the 
template twice with the ribbon to create a double bow).  Next, make a double medium 5 point 
bow with the 3/8” ribbon.  Attach these two bows together from largest to smallest.  Attach a 
small decorative star or button to the center of the bow.  Glue the bow into place on top of the 
ribbon on the present, closer to the left side of the gift.  Last, attach a chipboard sticker of your 
choice along the top of the ribbon that says “little baby”.  

instructions

Large 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8452
Medium 5-Point Bow Maker ART. NO. 8451
Gift wrap of choice
1½” wide ribbon (enough to wrap 
             around box)
1½ yard of 7/8” wide ribbon
1½ yard of 3/8” wide ribbon
small star chipboard sticker (or decorative sticker for the center of bow)
Large sticker that says “little baby” (or another phrase of choice)

materials
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